
Mr. Morris has decided to take his 
outstanding 2016 Business Leadership 
class on a year-end camping trip into 
‘Smoke Lake’, Algonquin Park.  All but two 
students get permission to go.  Darya and 
Josh both decline stating “There is no way 
I’m going up into that bug infested 
forest”.  Genevieve and Nathan are 
excited.  They are pro paddlers from way 
back.  OIiver arrives at 5am for the bus that leaves at 6am because he 
knows this trip is going to be RAD. Everyone is wearing flip flops because 
they are cool. Khanh is looking forward to trying out his new Salus Marine 
PFD.  The bus drops them off and they begin canoeing to their remote 
destination.  Cassie, Sam and Jazzy lead them in singing ‘yo-ho-he-ho’ as 
they paddle.  Everything is chill.   
 

On day 3 a violent storm erupts and their tiny craft are tossed about.  They 
are washed ashore and their boats float away--forever.  Nika cries “how did 
we let that happen!” Lucas, Ben and Jaxson luckily are big Les Stroud 
[Survivor Man] fans.  They locate some flint and 
use it to strike a nice warm campfire for the group.  
Everyone sleeps on the beach overnight.  
In the morning Omniya and Patrick notice bear 

tracks next to the waters edge.  
Shane and Matt think the tracks 
are elk and they all get into a big 
fight.  It’s nasty.  Kyle and Moaz 
then find a note in a plastic bag.  It’s from Mr. Morris.  It 

reads:  “Hey class, I hope you are enjoying our year end trip.  You are 
now going to have an opportunity to show leadership.  I’ll be back at 
Deerhurst Resort near Huntsville.  All the best!”  They are shocked but 
resolute to solve their dilemma.  Many students immediately think “what 
would Henry Mintzberg do?”  Lianna thinks “I must help my group come 
out of this bug infested forest!”    
 
Tanysha, Connor, and Solo call everyone together and announce that they 
have, like, a big problem.  They are 75 kilometers from the nearest phone 
and they have lost most of their good stuff.  Cassie, Darya,  
San and Lianna say “come on team, we are hard core, let’s hike it out”.  
After discussion, they all agree to stick together and do just that.  Ben 
remembers that “less is more” and convinces the group that they must pick 
only 11 items from the provided list.   
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